The radial breathing mode (RBM) region of the resonance Raman spectra of HiPco single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) was investigated as a function of aggregation and presence of environmental contaminants. This was modeled using an energetic deviation term ͑⌬E͒, imparted to the optical transitions ͓E ii ͑n , m͔͒ by the change in SWNT physicochemical environment. Three sets of E ii ͑n , m͒ values were used to reconstruct these RBM profiles, based on (i) photoluminescence (PL) measurements, (ii) a simple tight-binding (TB) model, and (iii) a set of modified (TB-based) E ii ͑n , m͒ values to account for the underestimation of the influence of chiral angle for SWNTs with diameters below 1 nm. The simulation revealed that the PLdetermined E ii ͑n , m͒ set provided a good fit in terms of peak position as opposed to TB-calculated values. Moderate improvement was attained using the third set of E ii ͑n , m͒ values, indicative of the importance of both curvature and chirality effects. Providing an accurate set of E ii ͑n , m͒ values becomes available, the RBM profile reconstruction methodology discussed herein could greatly enhance our ability to model a range of physicochemical changes to the immediate environment of SWNTs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the original work of Rao et al., 1 where the position of the Raman band in the lower-frequency region was correlated to the radial breathing modes (RBMs) of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), resonance Raman spectroscopy (RRS) has become the key characterization technique in this field. Visualizing SWNTs as seamless rolled-up graphite sheets, the Hamada vector C h = na 1 + ma 2 describes the chirality, where n and m are integers and a 1 and a 2 are the unit vectors on the graphene sheet. At present, no production method [2] [3] [4] [5] can selectively produce a specific ͑n , m͒ nanotube since the structure energy is weakly dependent on chirality. Consequently, SWNT samples appear to contain a homogeneous distribution of chiralities and diameters within a given diameter envelope that defines sample preparation. 6 The large aspect ratio of SWNTs enhances the formation of bundles, in which several tubes are held together by van der Waals interactions.
RRS has been widely used to assign the ͑n , m͒ for a given SWNT sample. 7 A number of reports indicate that the RBM region is sensitive to the physicochemical environment 8, 9 and aggregation state of SWNTs. 10, 11 This renders the qualitative and quantitative comparison of the abundance of the specific ͑n , m͒ SWNT or group of SWNTs to the RBM band of their Raman spectra problematic. Various efforts have been reported for simulating the RBM band, with moderate degree of success. 12, 6, 10 Heller et al. 10 were able to model the RBM band as a function of sample morphology using a limited set of six ͑n , m͒ SWNTs. However, as will be shown in this contribution, when all possible ͑n , m͒ values are included, such fitting becomes problematic.
The proper determination of optical transition energies E ii ͑n , m͒ of various ͑n , m͒ SWNTs is important for the analysis of not only their absorption and photoluminescence spectra, 13 but also for RRS. 10 This is due to the fact that resonance Raman scattering can only be observed when the optical transition energy of a SWNT is close to that of the incident photon or scattered photon. 14 Here, E ii ͑n , m͒ is the energy separation between the ith pair of density of states (DOS) singularities in the valence ͑v͒ and conduction ͑c͒ band, where, for example, E 11 stands for the transition between v1 and c1, E 22 from v2 to c2, etc. Recently, a number of reports indicate substantial deviation between calculated [i.e., via tight-binding (TB) model] and experimentally determined [i.e., via scanning tunneling spectroscopy 15, 16 (STS) and photoluminescence 13, 17 (PL)] E ii ͑n , m͒ values. Such discrepancies might originate from various excitonic effects that appear to be especially important for smaller-diameter SWNTs. 18 However, the need to address the effect of aggregation and other environmental contributors is also crucial to further improve our basic understanding of SWNTs. 13 In the present study, we focused on the 785 nm excitation laser of HiPco SWNTs, which interrogates mostly semiconducting nanotubes, and reconstructed the RRS RBM profiles using a complete set of E ii ͑n , m͒ values and a single adjustable parameter ⌬E that accounts for their energetic deviation caused by the change in the SWNT physicochemical environment. These were contrasted to RBM profiles collected for different sample preparation (i.e., individual and bundled SWNTs, with different degrees of environmental contaminants) and used to extract the energetic deviation ⌬E. This enable us to elucidate the importance of starting with a correct set of E ii ͑n , m͒ values and witness the shortcomings of the TB model in accounting for the proper dependence of these values with respect to curvature and chirality.
cation. The diameter distribution of the HiPco samples is believed to obey a Gaussian profile with mean diameter and variance of 0.93 and 0.2 nm, respectively, although its outskirt reaches as far as 0.6-1.4 nm. 13, 19 21 and deionized-(DI-)water-washed fullerene paper were annealed at 400°C for 6 h in dynamic vacuum and then sealed in a glass tube under vacuum to prevent reexposure to atmospheric contaminants (i.e., O 2 ). A suspension of individually isolated SWNTs was prepared using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), D 2 O, and a vacuum-annealed (100°C, 12 h) SWNT sample, according to O'Connell et al. 17 In the present study, samples are denoted as (I) acidpurified and DI-water-washed SWNTs; (II) vacuum-annealed and sealed SWNTs; (III) D 2 O suspension of SDS-assisted dispersed SWNTs, which consists of mainly individually isolated SWNTs. 17 Raman-scattering experiments were performed in a backscattering geometry using 785 nm wavelength excitation laser ͑E laser = 1.579 eV͒. Raman spectra of samples I, II, and III were taken in ambient conditions, sealed within a glass tube, and in D 2 O suspension, respectively.
III. RBM RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTRA RECONSTRUCTION
The diameter and chiral angle of a SWNT with structure ͑n , m͒ can be calculated as
͑n,m͒ = tan
͑2͒
where a = 0.246 nm is the lattice constant of graphite. The resonance frequency in RBM band for SWNTs with helicity of ͑n , m͒ ͓v͑n , m͔͒ is calculated using the following equation:
where d͑n , m͒ is the diameter of the SWNT with indices ͑n , m͒. The parameters of C 1 and C 2 have been related to the intrinsic property of isolated SWNTs and intertube interactions, respectively. 22 For isolated SWNTs, values of C 1 = 223.5 cm −1 nm and C 2 = 12.5 cm −1 have been utilized, 13 whereas for aggregated samples values of C 1 = 239 cm −1 nm and C 2 = 8.5 cm −1 are typically used. 6 In the calculations described below, these values result in insignificant changes to the calculated line-shape and affect only the peak position of the RBM features. Within the limits of the accuracy of the calculation and considering the large diversity in literature values of C 1 and C 2 , these were taken as 223.5 cm −1 nm and 12.5 cm −1 , respectively. For this, the theory of Martin and Falicov 23 was used and we treated the spikelike van Hove singularities as discrete energy levels. In our calculations the transition closest to the excitation laser energy is the only one considered for each ͑n , m͒ SWNT species. Based on this formalism, the Raman cross section of a SWNT with structure ͑n , m͒ ͓͑n , m͔͒ was obtained from the following equation: 23
where C is a normalization factor introduced to account for sampling conditions and the collection geometry. For this, each spectrum was normalized to its highest peak. M 0 and M f describe the electron-photon coupling for the ground and final states, respectively, and M ph represents the electronphonon interaction matrix. To the first approximation, the matrix element is weakly dependent on the E ii ͑n , m͒ values as compared to the denominator parameters of Eq. (4), 24 and therefore this product can be treated as a constant. 22 i , and s refer to the frequencies of incident and scattered photons, respectively. 1 / ␣ is the lifetime of the excited electron, whose value can be calculated from the following equation:
where ␥ e accounts for the width of singularities in the DOS, and has been deduced from STS measurements, 15, 16 and fitting of the G band of SWNTs, 14 taken to be 40 meV. Unlike Heller et al., 10 who also varied the ␥ e value for different degrees of aggregation, in our simulations ␥ e was kept constant at the aforementioned value.
The RBM band of individual SWNTs is usually described by a Lorentzian line shape. 14 The combined contribution to the expected RBM RRS intensity of all individual nanotubes at a specific frequency v in the RBM spectra can be calculated by the following equation:
where A͑n , m͒ is the abundance of this type of ͑n , m͒ SWNT and ⌫ is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Lorentzian line shape, which was assumed as 10 cm −1 for all nanotube species. 12 Bundle effects and other electronic interactions of SWNTs with various chemical and environmental contaminants are likely to influence the E ii ͑n , m͒ values. 25 The E ii ͑n , m͒ deviation due to bundling has been discussed previously 10, 26, 27 and shown experimentally to yield a redshift in optical absorption with respect to individually dispersed SWNTs. 17 Taking into account that the exciton binding energy ͑⌬E b ͒ becomes infinite for ideal one-dimensional electron-hole systems, 25 the observed optical transition energy for a real SWNT sample can be rewritten as 28 
E ii
obs ͑n,m͒ = E ii ͑n,m͒
where E ii obs ͑n , m͒ is the apparent optical transition energy of a specific species, ⌬E a is the deviation from E ii ͑n , m͒ caused by aggregation, and ⌬E Coulomb is the component that increases the optical transition energy due to screened Coulomb interactions. 28 Here, ⌬E Coulomb , ⌬E a , and ⌬E b are all greater than 0. As pointed out by Ichida et al., 28 Coulomb effects disappear in optical transitions larger than E 11 . Based on this, the energetic deviation ͑⌬E͒ of the observed optical transition of a real SWNT sample to those of theoretically calculated or experimentally measured values for isolated SWNTs and for the E 22 of semiconducting SWNTs ͑E 22 S ͒ can be expressed as
Positive ⌬E values indicate a redshift in E 22 S relative to the ideal band-to-band transition without electronic perturbance. Figure 1 illustrates the RBM profiles for samples I, II, and III from the same SWNT batch when subjected to different preparation methodologies. Sample I is the as-supplied HiPco sample, which has been acid purified and extensively washed with DI water, yet exposed to air during storage. Traces of acidic functionalities plus absorbed O 2 are expected to be presented in this sample. 21 Sample II is obtained by annealing sample I at 400°C for 6 h in dynamic vacuum (a method known 21 to dissociate and clean various chemisorbed and physisorbed impurities on SWNTs) and sealed in a glass tube to further prevent O 2 reexposure. Sample III is a SDS-assisted nanotube suspension that consists of mainly isolated SWNTs in D 2 O. 13 SWNTs can be divided into metallic (met-SWNTs) and semiconducting (sem-SWNTs) nanotubes depending on whether or not ͉n − m͉ is an integer divisible by 3. 14 For HiPco samples, the RBM spectra obtained from 785 nm wavelength laser excitation (shown in Fig. 1 ) are mainly associated with E 22 S transition energies of sem-SWNTs. 29 For samples I and II, the arrow-indicated Raman features match closely in peak positions, yet differ significantly in their relative peak intensities. Moreover, while samples I and II exhibit multiple peaks between 150 and 300 cm −1 , sample III shows mainly an asymmetry peak centered at ca. 236 cm −1 . Composition variation can be easily ruled out as the origin of such a line shape change since a spectrum similar to sample II has been obtained if the D 2 O in sample III is evaporated (data not shown). Furthermore, with the exception of zigzag nanotubes, the HiPco preparation route favors no individual chiralities and the SDS-assisted dispersion are less likely to cause solubility differences among different diameter and chirality nanotubes. 13 The variance between samples I and II appears to be concentrated mainly at the relative peak height of the 231 and 267 cm −1 features, with both samples showing a big valley (at 247 cm −1 ) between these two peaks. The RBM bands for samples I and II are entirely reproducible on different spots of the 25 spots collected for each sample, bearing witness to sample homogeneity. However, the spectrum collected for sample III changes slightly depending on the different spots or different collection times at the same spot. These observations signify that considerable attention to sample preparation must be exerted before one makes conclusions about composition variation using RBM line shape analysis.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Similar RBM spectral variation was observed by Rao et al., 27 for CS 2 -solubilized SWNT as opposed to bundled samples. These researchers have described such differences as upshifts of various RBM peaks when SWNTs are in a debundled state. This, however, is in contradiction to the 6-20 cm −1 RBM band downshift predicted by theoretical analysis.
14,30 Such contradiction is explained as involving narrowing of the optical transition energy in isolated tubes over that in ropes. 27 Recent experimental observations, however, suggest that a redshift in optical transition is more likely for bundled SWNTs, 10, 17 casting doubts on the aforementioned E ii ͑n , m͒ narrowing explanation.
In order to understand the influence of sample preparation on their resonant Raman spectra, the RBM band was reconstructed using the aforementioned simulation methods. The strong coupling of the Raman cross section to the optical transition energies E ii ͑n , m͒ as well as the energetic deviation [⌬E, defined as E ii ͑n , m͒ − E ii obs ͑n , m͒] is the key in determinating the resonance conditions. Here we assume that sample bundling and air/acid exposure history will affect the optical transition detected (mainly the second optical transition of semiconducting SWNTs, E 22 S ) and their relative contribution remains to be determined. For both effects, the ⌬E is taken to be ͑n , m͒ independent. This assumption needs further assessment and will be the subject of future studies. Applying such ⌬E to the E ii ͑n , m͒ is equivalent to an upshift of the E laser by the same amount. This is schematically illustrated in Fig.  2(b) , which makes it easier to visualize the changes in resonance conditions for SWNTs with different ͑n , m͒ values. In this study, the E ii ͑n , m͒ are obtained from experimental results from photoluminescence of sem-SWNTs 13 and theoretical results following the tight binding of graphene using the zone-folding procedure taking the nearest neighbor carboncarbon overlapping integral ␥ 0 to be 2.9 eV. [31] [32] [33] Figure 2(a) illustrates the Guassian distribution of HiPco SWNT concentration as a function of diameter 13, 19 along with the Kataura plot 31 [ Fig. 2(b) ] of the E ii ͑n , m͒ values obtained by the aforementioned sources. The 785 nm ͑1.579 eV͒ excitation laser is primarily in resonance with E 22 S although a small fraction of small-diameter sem-SWNTs with E 11 S and largerdiameter met-SWNTs with E 11 M could also be in weak resonance as well, shown on either ends of Fig. 2(b) . Figure 3 demonstrates the Raman cross section, obtained from Eq. (4) as a function of TB-calculated E 22 S ͑n , m͒ values. As mentioned above, ⌬E accounts for the redshift induced in E 22 S ͑n , m͒ that can originate from variation of the immediate environment of the SWNTs (i.e., aggregation, doping, etc.). A ⌬E of 200 meV (depicted in both Figs. 2 and 3) represents an upper limit for its value and was chosen to readily visualize the profound shift in resonant conditions. In reality, much smaller values (on the order of ca. 100 meV) have been utilized in the literature 10,17,34 as well as this study. For example, in case of ⌬E = 0 meV for E 22 ͑11, 3͒ = 1.572 eV and E 22 ͑10, 3͒ = 1.836 eV, the Raman cross section ratio ͑11, 3͒ / ͑10, 3͒ = 14 000, while their abundance ratio A͑11, 3͒ / A͑10, 3͒ is only 0.94. Taking into consideration the logarithmic scale of the Raman cross section in Fig. 3 , it is clear that a slight change of ⌬E value will lead to considerable difference in the Raman RBM band. For example, for a (11,3) SWNT the resonance factor ratio becomes 3400:1 for ⌬E values of 0 and 200 meV, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates how each SWNT is defined by a pair of integer ͑n , m͒ values. The SWNT diameter d͑n , m͒ and corresponding Raman shift are also depicted using Eqs. (1) and (3) to provide a guide for RBM RRS interpretation. With the exception of the (10,10) and (11,11) armchair metSWNTs, all other met-SWNTs are omitted because they cannot be observed in PL measurement and most of them are in weak resonance with the laser used. (10,10) and (11,11) are included in some of the simulations using tight-binding calculated E 11 M ͑n , m͒ values, since they are close to E laser , and may be favored during the HiPco growth process. 13 Moreover, when ⌬E is applied, their E 11 M ͑n , m͒ values will get closer to E laser , as shown in Fig. 2 . The individual SWNTs corresponding to gray-coded hexagons have been observed in PL experiments. 13 The sem-SWNTs denoted with deep gray are primarily in resonance with the 785 nm laser, as opposed to those with light gray. As will become clear later in the calculation, keeping the light gray species or not in the calculation makes no difference to the RBM profile. The hatched area represents the region in which the TBdetermined E ii ͑n , m͒ values contain considerable error and require further reevaluation. 35, 36 Figures 5(a)-5(i) illustrate the simulated RBM profiles and corresponding ⌬E values. Herein, the ⌬E was adjusted to obtain the best possible fit while maintaining a comparable line shape between the simulated and experimental data. Figures 5(a) -5(c) were attained using the E ii ͑n , m͒ values obtained from PL measurements for samples III, II, and I, respectively. The simulated spectra are in good agreement in predicting the peak positions of the experimentally obtained spectra. For the isolated nanotube of Fig. 1 (III) [also shown in Fig. 5(a) ], the satellite features (218, 224, and 229 cm −1 ) to the 236 cm −1 main peak have been predicted with either peaks or shoulders in the simulated spectrum of Fig. 5(a) . The fact that there is no need to employ a value of ⌬E (i.e., ⌬E =0) signifies the close correlation of Raman spectroscopy with the optical and PL measurements, as well as the viability of this method. The appearance of a single main peak at ca. 237 cm −1 originates from the fact that the differences in v͑n , m͒ values are smaller than their FWHMs, and thus several peaks are grouped together as one. This implies that assigning a RBM Raman peak to a single ͑n , m͒ value is questionable, let alone simulating the entire RBM region with a selected limited set of SWNTs. 10 Moreover, as will become clear later on in the discussion, the small peak at ϳ267 cm −1 is evidence of the existence of a small amount of bundles in the suspension of individual SWNTs. 35 Pronounced RBM line shape changes for samples II and I can be realized if one increases the ⌬E value. In terms of The downshift of E ii ͑n , m͒ values, or imaginary upshift of E laser , brings also into resonance the larger-diameter metallic SWNTs, as evidenced by the 158 and 173 cm −1 features for the bundled samples II and I. Assuming there is no change to any excitonic effects before and after bundling (i.e., ⌬E b =0), a value of 102 meV for ⌬E a can be obtained from Fig. 5(b) according to Eq. (8) .
The electronic properties of carbon nanotubes are know to be influenced by various environmental contaminants as shown by scanning tunneling spectroscopy 34 and nuclear magnetic resonance experiments, 37 although the mechanism is still arguable. 38 The band gap change of sem-SWNTs after exposure to air has been reported to be as high as 150 meV, and causes them to even behave as met-SWNTs. 34 In Fig.  5(c) , the ⌬E value of 109 meV can be taken as the sum of ⌬E a and ⌬E b according Eq. (8) . Assuming that the aggregation state is the same between samples II and I, then a value of ⌬E b = 7 meV can be obtained that could be attributed to the excitonic effect induced by air/trace acid exposure history. However, this is far from the actual picture since upon removal of these contaminants, significant changes might occur with respect to the localized nanotube environments, [39] [40] [41] and will be the topic of investigations in subsequent studies.
The large variation in peak intensities between the simulated and experimental spectra could be readily explained based on the fact that an average error of 25 meV is typically associated with PL measurements. Such fluctuations of E ii ͑n , m͒ values are expected to considerably alter their Raman cross sections (shown in Fig. 3 ) and thus peak intensities. Increasing the ␥ e and/or ⌫ value, the FWHM of the Lorentzian line shape was found to broaden the simulated features, although it resulted in minimum changes in peak intensities. Although SWNT aggregation and other changes in their immediate environment are expected to influence ␥ e and/or ⌫, further research is needed to incorporate it in a rational fashion. As an example, Fig. S1 (Ref. 42) illustrates a simulation comparison when the linewidth is changed from 10 to 8 and 6 cm −1 . The peaks become sharper when ⌫ is decreased, although the peak positions do not get affected.
As previously discussed, the line shape of the RBM spectrum is mostly affected by the E ii ͑n , m͒ values and less by the SWNT natural abundance. Figure S2 (Ref. 42) illustrates a comparison using the aforementioned three reported diameter distributions for HiPco SWNTs. Here, although the relative RBM lineshape is retained, small relative peak intensity variations are witnessed.
The theoretically derived E ii ͑n , m͒ values from the tightbinding model were also subjected to a similar fitting process for reconstructing the RBM band of these three samples. Figures 5(d)-5(f) show the fits corresponding to samples III, II, and I, respectively. As mentioned above, E 11 M of (10,10) and (11, 11) are also included, since they are closer in resonance with E laser , and evident from the discernible 158 and 173 cm −1 features. The best fit to the experimental data of sample III was obtained with a ⌬E value of 16 meV. Such 16 meV values might arise from the micelle SDS enclosure and/or various inaccuracies of the TB model. The overlap integral ␥ 0 , which typically varies from 2.5 to 3, in this study was fixed at a value of 2.9. Shifting the ␥ 0 to 3.0 will shift the ⌬E value from 16 to 55 meV (data not shown).
In the case of the aggregated samples (i.e., II and I), Figures 5(e) and 5(f) illustrate a very poor fit to the experimental data, even if ⌬E ranged from 0 to 400 meV. In particular, the valley at 247 cm −1 is impossible to reproduce using this set of E ii ͑n , m͒ values. For SWNTs that have diameters smaller than 1 nm and chiral angles close to 30°(see hatched area in Fig. 4) , the trigonal warping effect, 32 which is proportional to ͓͑n , m͒ / d͑n , m͔͒ 2 along with curvature and overlap effects, 32 becomes very important to the electronic properties of these SWNTs. As shown in the Kataura plot of Fig. 2(b) , the PL-determined E ii ͑n , m͒ values of such SWNTs deviate considerably from the values predicted by the TB model. Such deviations vary greatly with the ͑n , m͒ indices and it appears that the relative placements do not obey a certain trend that can be fitted adequately by changing the ⌬E value. One of the reasons might be that the excitonic binding energy is dependent on both diameter and chiral angle. 25, 28, 43 Modification of the TB-obtained E ii ͑n , m͒ values is therefore needed in order to improve fitting. Lacking a firm theory to calculate these values explicitly, we were forced to tentatively constructed a modified Kataura plot by shifting the E ii ͑n , m͒ values of the hatched area in Fig. 4 by the following equation: 13
where A is a constant depending on the chirality and the associated optical transition. In particular, the empirically deduced values for A of −0.0883 and 0.0459 nm 2 eV were used for E 11 when ͑n − m͒mod 3 = 1 and 2, respectively. 13 Similarly, in the case of E 22 , values of 0.1709 and −0.1834 nm 2 eV were used when ͑n − m͒mod 3 = 1 and 2, respectively. Figures 5(g)-5(i) show the corresponding RBM fits using such modified Kataura plot. For samples II and I, the 247 cm −1 valley reemerges. Interestingly, although the changes performed to the Kataura plot were far away from the (10,10) and (11,11) met-SWNTs, the low-wave-number features (ca. 158, 173 cm −1 ) features are now prominent in Figs. 5(h) and 5(i) as opposed to Figs. 5(e) and 5(f). This is representative of the relative intensity distribution among various nanotubes. Thus, if the E ii ͑n , m͒ dependence on chirality is small, fewer nanotubes are in resonance, monopolizing the majority of the RBM intensity, which essentially hides the others. Spreading the E ii ͑n , m͒ values over a larger range distributes the intensity to more SWNT species and thereby provides the opportunity for species that were otherwise buried in the background to stand out. In terms of ⌬E, values of 15, 157, and 164 meV were employed to obtain the best fits for samples III, II, and I, respectively. Using a similar formalism discussed before, values of 147 and 7 meV for ⌬E a and ⌬E b were derived. The existence of a small peak at 247 cm −1 , however, mainly contributed from the (8,6) SWNT, indicates that such an empirical modification to the E ii ͑n , m͒ values is far from perfect. If this chirality modification, performed for the hatched area, is applied to all shaded nanotubes, the fitting becomes once again quite poor (data not shown). The strong chiral dependence of E ii ͑n , m͒ values is believed to be particularly important for smalldiameter SWNTs. 13, 36 Kurti et al. 44 have argued that considerable hexagonal distortions can be expected for smallerdiameter SWNTs of high chiral angle, which in turn affect greatly their E ii ͑n , m͒ values. The TB model also failed to accurately predict the observed RBM spectrum at the lowwave-number region (i.e., 205-225 cm −1 ). A closer investigation of the Kautara plot in Fig. 2 indicates that the TB model underestimated the E ii ͑n , m͒ values of larger-diameter SWNTs compared to the PL-determined values. This places the E ii ͑n , m͒ values farther from the laser energy, a situation that becomes worse when a positive ⌬E is included. More work is needed to understand this phenomenon.
V. CONCLUSION
The RBM region of the resonance Raman spectrum of SWNT was found to be significantly influenced by the physicochemical environment in the vicinity of these SWNTs and their aggregation state. Reconstruction of these RBM profiles using the entire set of ͑n , m͒ nanotubes provided a more quantitative assessment of the deviations of E ii ͑n , m͒ values from those in their isolated states, which was attributed to bundling and possibly excitonic effects. Such spectral reconstruction sheds more light on the inability of the simple tightbinding model to accurately predict the RBM band line shape because it underestimates the importance of the chiral angle in determination of the E ii ͑n , m͒ values of smalldiameter SWNTs. Assuming the correct set of E ii ͑n , m͒ values is available, such RBM band reconstruction methodology could greatly enhance our ability to model a range of physicochemical changes to the immediate environment of SWNTs.
